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a b s t r a c t

In this work, dependence of electric energy output of impacted piezoelectric element on impact condi-
tions is experimentally investigated. Investigated impact parameters include impact position, radius of
impact sphere, orientation of the hitting object, and material and configuration of the buffer layer. It is
found that the electric energy output of impacted piezoelectric plate may be increased by impacting the
buffer layer at its center, decreasing the contact area between the hitting object and buffer layer, reduc-
ing internal energy absorption in the mechanical buffer layer and avoiding wave reflection in the buffer
layer. The experimental phenomena are theoretically explained and analyzed, based on the piezoelectric
constitutive equation and Hertz’s impact theory.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The piezoelectric generator, which uses piezoelectricity of
piezoelectric components to convert mechanical vibration into
electric energy, has potential applications in wireless electronics,
low-power portable electronic devices and ubiquitous computing
systems. Electric output power of piezoelectric generator can reach
up to several hundred milli-watts. Various structures of piezoelec-
tric generators have been proposed and researched [1–12], and
some of them are based on the impact between a hitting object
and piezoelectric component [13,14]. In the piezoelectric genera-
tor using impact mode, piezoelectric components are bonded under
a mechanical buffer layer, and the mechanical buffer layer is hit
by solid object with kinetic energy. The impact causes vibration in
the buffer layer and piezoelectric component, which results in an
AC output voltage across the two electrodes of the piezoelectric
component. The buffer layer is used to make impact stress in the
piezoelectric component uniform, which prevents the piezoelectric
component from breaking into pieces.

So far the research on effects of impact conditions of piezo-
electric generator on its electric energy output is scarce. This is
hindering the improvement and optimal design of the impact mode
based piezoelectric generator. In [14], authors proposed to use the
Hertz’s impact model [15] to analyze the operation of a piezoelec-
tric generator working in impact mode. However, detailed analyses
were not carried out.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: ejhhu@nuaa.edu.cn, ejhhu@ntu.edu.sg (J. Hu).

In this work, we have experimentally investigated the depen-
dence of electric energy output of impacted piezoelectric plate on
impact conditions. Impact parameters investigated by this work
include impact position, radius of impact sphere, orientation of the
hitting object, and material and configuration of the buffer layer.
Observed experimental phenomena not only provide guidelines for
the optimal design of impact mode based piezoelectric generators,
but also give out the direction for further theoretical research of
the piezoelectric generators.

2. Experimental design and setup

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup for investigating the effects of impact con-
ditions on electric energy output of piezoelectric element. A piezoelectric disk (Fuji
Ceramics, C203) with a diameter of 26 mm and thickness of 1 mm is placed on a plas-
tic stage. Metal buffer layer is bonded on the top surface of the piezoelectric disk.
A hitting object released above the metal buffer layer falls off and hits the buffer
layer. AC output voltage generated by the piezoelectric disk is applied to an elec-
trolytic capacitor of C = 33 �F via a full wave rectifier (36MB-A). Before each impact,
the capacitor is short circuited. Measuring the DC voltage Vc across the capaci-
tor after each impact, electric energy generated by each impact can be calculated
out by

E = 0.5CV2
c (1)

The piezoelectric disk is poled in the thickness direction, as indicated in Fig. 1(a).
Its electromechanical coupling factor kt is 0.49; dielectric constant εT

33/ε0 is 1450;
piezoelectric charge constant d33 is 325 × 10−12 C N−1; piezoelectric charge constant
d31 is −145 × 10−12 C N−1; piezoelectric voltage constant g33 is 25.6 × 10−3 V m N−1;
piezoelectric voltage constant g31 is −11.2 × 10−3 V m N−1; Young’s modulus YE

33 is
6.0 × 1010 N m−2; Poisson’s ratio is 0.29; mechanical quality factor Q is 2000; dis-
sipate factor is 0.3; density is 7700 kg m−3. Circular disks made of stainless steel,
aluminum, brass and copper are used as the buffer layer. Their diameter is 26 mm,
and their mass and thickness are shown in Table 1. The shape of stainless steel hit-
ting objects used in experiments includes sphere, cone and cylinder, as shown in
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup to investigate the effects of the impact structure of piezo-
electric generator on its output energy. (a) Schematic drawing of mechanical part of
experimental setup. (b) Image of mechanical part of experimental setup. (c) Circuit
for measuring the electric energy output per impact.

Table 1
The dimensions and mass of the buffer disks.

Buffer disks Mass (g) Diameter (mm) Height/thickness(mm)

Steel 4.07 (BDS1) 26 1
7.62 (BDS2) 26 2

11.93 (BDS3) 26 3

Aluminum 1.37 26 1
Brass 4.60 26 1
Copper 4.69 26 1

Table 2
The dimensions and mass of the hitting objects.

Hitting objectsa Mass (g) Diameter (mm) Thickness/height (mm)

Sphere 1 2.04 8 –
Sphere 2 16.72 16.67 –
Sphere 3 28.20 19.05 –
Sphere 4 54.93 23.81 –
Sphere 5 66.76 25.4 –
Cube 2.05 6.43 6.43
Cone 4.84 10 23
Cylinder 14.12 10 23

a All of the hitting objects in this table are made of stainless steel.

Fig. 2, and their mass and size are shown in Table 2. The spherical stainless steel hit-
ting object has five diameters from 8 mm to 25.4 mm. The experiments are carried
out in air, and the initial speed of hitting object is zero.

In the experiments, unless otherwise specified, the initial height of hitting object
h is 100 mm; the hitting point is at the center of buffer layer; buffer layer BDS1 (see
Table 1) is bonded onto piezoelectric disk by adhesive material Epoxy Fix – Super
Steel (Selleys) with a thickness of 0.1 mm; stainless steel sphere with a diameter of
8 mm is used as the hitting object.

3. Results and discussion

The effect of impact position on the electric energy output per
impact was measured for two different thicknesses (0.1 mm and
1 mm) of adhesive layer, and the results are shown in Fig. 3. It is
seen that when the sphere hits the center of buffer disk, the elec-
tric energy output is maximum; as impact location shifts to the
side of buffer disk, the electric energy output decreases. Unifor-
mity of impact induced stress in the buffer layer depends on the
impact location. As impact location shifts from the center to the
side of buffer layer, spatial non-uniformity of impact induced stress
in the buffer layer increases, which results in the decrease of elec-
tric energy output. It is also seen that the structure with thinner
adhesive layer has larger electric energy output. This is because in
thicker bonding layer there is more energy absorption.

The effect of the radius of stainless steel hitting sphere on the
electric energy output per impact was measured for different initial
heights of hitting sphere, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen
that as the diameter of hitting sphere increases, the electric energy
output per impact increases; when the diameter of hitting sphere is
larger than some critical value (23.8 mm), the electric output power
per impact decreases as the diameter increases. The former phe-
nomenon is caused by the increase of impact momentum of the
hitting sphere, and the latter may be caused by the increase of con-
tact area between the hitting sphere and buffer layer. The speed of
hitting object relative to the buffer layer is

v =
√

2gh (2)

The impact force F is

F ∝ mv
�t

(3)

where m is the mass of hitting object, �t is the impact time and mv
is the impact momentum. The open-circuit electric field E in the
piezoelectric disk is

E = −g33
F

A
∝ g33mv

�tA
(4)

where A is the contact area between the hitting object and buffer
layer.

Mass m of the hitting sphere, contact area A between the hit-
ting object and buffer layer, and impact time �t increase with the
increase of the diameter of hitting sphere. When the diameter of
hitting sphere is less than the critical value (23.8 mm), increase of
m is faster than that of �tA as the diameter increases, which causes
the increase of electric energy output with the increase of diame-
ter. When the diameter of hitting sphere is greater than the critical
value, increase of m is slower than that of �tA as the diameter
increases, which causes the decrease of electric energy output with
the increase of diameter.

Fig. 5 shows the electric energy output per impact versus impact
position for a stainless hitting sphere (sphere 1) and cube with the
same mass of 2 g. The diameter of sphere is 8 mm, and side length
of cube is 6.43 mm, as shown in Table 2. In the experiment, the dis-
tance between the lower end of the hitting objects and buffer layer
is 100 mm, and the bottom surface of cube at the initial position
is parallel to the buffer layer. The figure shows that for the same
impact momentum, the shape of impact part of the hitting objects
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Fig. 2. Hitting objects used in experiments. (a) Stainless ball. (b) Stainless cube. (c) Stainless cone. (d) Stainless cylinder.

affects the electric energy output, and the sphere has larger elec-
tric energy output than cube. The contact area between the sphere
and buffer layer is less than that between the cube and buffer layer.
This causes a larger open-circuit electric field in the piezoelectric
component hit by the sphere (see Eq. (4)).

Fig. 6 shows the electric energy output per impact when the
buffer layer is hit by a stainless cone with the mass of 4.84 g ini-
tially at different heights (h). The cone is 23 mm high and its bottom
diameter is 10 mm. Two impact patterns are used in experiments,
i.e. pattern A and pattern B. In pattern A, the sharp end of cone
is used to hit the buffer layer. In pattern B, the bottom face of
cone used to hit the buffer layer. At given h, patterns A and B have

Fig. 3. Electric energy output per impact versus hitting location for two adhesive
layers with thickness of 0.1 mm and 1 mm, respectively.

the same impact speed and momentum. The difference of electric
energy output per impact between patterns A and B indicates that
the impact area between the hitting object and buffer layer does
affect the electric energy output. Smaller impact area causes larger
electric energy output.

A similar experiment has been carried out for a stainless cylinder
initially at different heights (h), as shown in Fig. 7(a), and the result
is shown in Fig. 7(b). The cylinder has mass of 14.12 g, diameter
of 10 mm and height of 23 mm. Two impact patterns are used in
experiments, i.e. pattern A and pattern B. In pattern A, the side of
cylinder is used to hit the buffer layer. In pattern B, the end surface

Fig. 4. Effect of the diameter of stainless steel hitting sphere on the electric energy
output per impact. The hitting point is at r = 0.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of electric energy output between the impacts of sphere-buffer
disk and cube-buffer disk. The sphere and cube have the same mass of 2 g, and are
made of stainless steel. The buffer disk (BDS1 in Table 2) is 1 mm thick. The calculated
impact speed of the two impacts is 1.4 m s−1. The hitting point is at r = 0.

is used to hit the buffer layer. From Fig. 7(b), it is seen that pattern A
has larger electric energy output per impact than pattern B, which
also indicates that smaller impact area causes larger electric energy
output.

To investigate the effect of material and configuration of the
buffer layer on the electric energy output per impact, experimental
setup shown in Fig. 8 is used. Buffer disks X and Y are aligned with
their center and bonded by Epoxy Fix – Super Steel (Selleys) with a
thickness of 0.1 mm. The diameter and thickness of each buffer disk
is 26 mm and 1 mm, respectively. Aluminum, brass and copper are
used as the material of buffer disk. The buffer layer is bonded onto
the piezoelectric disk by Epoxy Fix – Super Steel (Selleys) with a

Fig. 6. Electric energy output per impact between a cone and buffer disk. (a) Two
different impact orientations. (b) Comparison of electric energy output of the two
impact orientations. The cone is made of stainless steel, and its mass and dimension
are shown in Table 1. The buffer disk (BDS1) is also made of stainless steel, and its
mass and dimensions are shown in Table 2. The hitting point is at r = 0.

Fig. 7. Electric energy output per impact between a cylinder and buffer disk. (a) Two
different impact orientations. (b) Comparison of electric energy output per impact.
The cylinder is made of stainless steel, and its mass and dimension are shown in
Table 1. The buffer disk (BDS1) is also made of stainless steel, and its dimensions
and mass are shown in Table 2. The hitting point is at r = 0.

thickness of 0.1 mm. Sphere 1 in Table 2 is used as the hitting object,
and the impact is at the center of buffer layer. The initial height h
of hitting sphere is 100 mm. Measured electric energy output per
impact for different materials and configurations is shown in Fig. 9.
In the figure, AA, BB, CC, AB, BA, AC, CA, BC and CB represent mate-
rial and configuration of the buffer layer. The first letter in them
represents material of buffer disk X and the second one represents
material of buffer disk Y, that is, the A represents aluminum; the B
represents brass; the C represents copper.

From Fig. 9, the following phenomena are observed. (a) Metal
material of the buffer layer has effect on the electric energy output,
and BB and CC have larger electric energy output than AA; (b) using

Fig. 8. Experimental set up to investigate the effect of material and configuration
of buffer disk on electric energy output.
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Fig. 9. Electric energy output for different buffer layers. Sphere 1 is used in the
experiment with r = 0 and h = 10 cm.

single metal material in the buffer layer causes larger output energy
than using two different metal materials; and (c) when two differ-
ent metal materials are used, the spatial sequence of the materials
has little effect on the electric energy output, for example, AB and
BA have very close electric energy output per impact and so have
buffer layers AC and CA.

The impact time �t between the hitting sphere and buffer layer
can be estimated by the Hertz’s impact theory [15]. Assuming the
radius and mass of the buffer layer to be infinite, we have

�t = 2.87m0.4

v0.2R0.2
D (5)

D =
(

1
�c2

+ 1

�xc2
x

)0.4

(6)

in which R is the radius of the hitting sphere, � and �x are the density
of the hitting sphere and top buffer disk X, respectively, c and cx are
the sound speed in the hitting sphere and top buffer disk X, respec-
tively. In the experiment shown in Fig. 8, m, v and R are constant, so
the impact time �t only depends on parameter D. D values for the
impact between stainless steel and aluminum, between stainless
steel and brass, and between stainless steel and copper are calcu-
lated, and results are as follows: D = 0.011 for the impact between
stainless steel and aluminum; D = 0.0095 for the impact between
stainless steel and brass; D = 0.0087 for the impact between stain-
less steel and copper. In the calculation, the density of and sound
speed in aluminum are 2700 kg m−3 and 6300 m s−1, respectively;
the density of and sound speed in brass are 8500 kg m−3 and
4700 m s−1, respectively; the density of and sound speed in cop-
per are 8900 kg m−3 and 5000 m s−1, respectively; the density of
and sound speed in stainless steel are 7700 kg m−3 and 6100 m s−1,
respectively. The calculated D values have little difference for the
impacts, which means the impact time has little change in the
experiment shown in Fig. 8.

In the experiment shown in Fig. 8, AA, BB and CC have the
same adhesive layers, dimensions of buffer layer, impact speed and

momentum, and very close theoretical impact time. Also, the loss
factor of aluminum is the smallest of those of aluminum (0.3 × 10−5

to 10 × 10−5), brass (0.2 × 10−3 to 1 × 10−3) and copper (2 × 10−3).
So phenomenon (a), given in Fig. 9, is believed to be caused by
different deformations of the surface of buffer layer. Among the alu-
minum, brass and copper buffering layers, the surface of aluminum
buffering layer is the easiest one to deform because the bulk mod-
ulus of aluminum (75 GPa) is less than those of brass (136 GPa) and
copper (160 GPa), and Young’s modulus of aluminum (73 GPa) is
less than those of brass (100 GPa) and copper (120 GPa). So energy
absorbed by the surface of aluminum buffering layer is the largest
for the same impact conditions. Phenomenon (b) shown in Fig. 9,
may be caused by the wave reflection at the internal interface
between buffer disks X and Y. When buffer disks X and Y are made
of different materials, the reflection at the interface increases and
more energy cannot be transmitted to the piezoelectric component.

4. Summary

We have experimentally investigated the effects of the impact
conditions on electric energy output of an impacted piezoelectric
disk. It is found that the impact location, radius of curvature of hit-
ting object, orientation and shape of hitting object, and material
and configuration of the buffer layer affect the electric energy out-
put per impact. It is experimentally found that the electric energy
output may be increased by impacting the buffer layer at its cen-
ter, decreasing the contact area between the hitting object and
buffer layer, reducing the internal energy absorption in the buffer
layer and avoiding wave reflection in the buffer layer. The results
obtained in this work provide guidelines for the optimization of
piezoelectric generators based on impact mode.
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